AMERICA IS ABOUT KICKING BUTT, NOT KISSING IT™

At our best, as Americans, we are proudly individualistic, and confidently chart our own course for life.

It’s important that Americans understand through education that the United States was set up, and remains culturally, a place that measures success by someone’s hard work, initiative and talent.

Getting ahead in the United States, unlike other societies, does not require going along to get along, or conforming to a certain method.

Put simply, in this country, success is not a measurement of how much butt you kiss, but a measurement of how much butt you kick! Every American should know this, and take comfort from it.

Want to learn more about these ideas? FLAG has whole brand of additional educational materials and a speaker series on how AMERICA IS ABOUT KICKING BUTT, NOT KISSING IT™. Contact sadie@flagusa.org for to ask about these additional educational materials or to schedule a speaker on how AMERICA IS ABOUT KICKING BUTT, NOT KISSING IT™.